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“We need
young
people
to be key informants to
what is happening in their
schools and community,
and they need a platform
and we have been trying to
create that platform.”
—Jewel Patterson,
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Youth Coordinator of the R.E.A.L Program
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I. Executive Summary
Jewel Patterson is a soft-spoken young woman and a fierce champion for fairness. She grew up in
a low-income household, and her brilliant leadership was not learned in school. When she realized
that her school did not have the basic resources that more affluent schools have, she began to
look for answers. Jewel wanted to use her voice for change. She recounts asking herself as a
young person, “Why is the grass literally greener in the white schools?”
Today, Jewel directs R.E.A.L, a youth program started by the Congregations Organized for
Prophetic Engagement (C.O.P.E.), a coalition of African American churches in the region to work in
partnership with young people and support their efforts to improve their schools and communities.
The program works to inspire and cultivate the next generations of young leaders in the Inland
Empire region of Southern California. Jewel works with other young people and uses the arts to
raise political issues among her peers. Jewel highlights that “young people need to know they
can use their voices.” R.E.A.L is a space and platform for young people to activate their voices in
partnership with local schools.
Jewel is an example of how investing in local youth leadership pays off in the long run. Young adult
organizers like Jewel play a key role in cultivating civic engagement among other young people
in the region. Unfortunately, not all young people are fortunate enough to participate and benefit
from these kinds of opportunities in the Inland Empire of Southern California. The Inland Empire
region lags behind other regions of California, in terms of socioeconomic equity and educational
resources for young people. In fact, it is rather the exception than the norm when young people
from this region overcome the odds stacked against them when it comes to high school and
college graduation rates.
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Organizations like C.O.P.E are working towards changing adult’s attitudes about young people in
the region and providing opportunities for young people to have a voice in their communities.
The need to develop a coherent narrative about young people’s civic engagement is especially
critical given that Riverside and San Bernardino Counties have relatively high percentages of youth
(6.8 percent and 7.3 percent, respectively), compared to the state as a whole (6.5 percent). Given
the approaching 2020 Census, civic engagement among young people is particularly important
because historically African American, Latinos, and Native Americans have been undercounted in
prior census counts.
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Jewel’s story of resilience and commitment to being an agent of change is not unique among
young people who are able to become involved and/or connect with community-based
organizations, like C.O.P.E. As this report highlights, youth organizations in the Inland Empire are
having a positive impact among its youth members, and are supporting young people to shape
local policy changes that benefit young people in their region. Moreover, previous reports
assessing youth civic engagement in the Inland Empire have also highlighted the positive impact
of youth organizations in promoting the healthy development and leadership of young people in
the region, as well as some of the challenges unique to the region. Numerous qualitative
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“Black
communities
are being pushed out from central
core areas of region, and this makes
it harder to come together. Coalition
building among the increasing Latino
community and Black community
is a challenge. There are particular
Black and Brown tensions in relation
to scare resources and political
representation. These Black and
Brown tensions are felt and play out
among the young people as well.”
—Reverend Samuel Casey,
Congregations Organized for Prophetic Engagement (COPE)
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studies on youth organizing and civic engagement have revealed that when students are provided
with an opportunity to take leadership roles at their schools and community, this opportunity can lead
to improvements in school practices and social justices struggles. In the field of youth organizing,
research has shown how experienced adult organizers in community-based organizations play
a critical role in developing the political consciousness and identities of young people of color.
Despite this emerging interest in youth civic engagement and activism, few empirical studies
explore how young people of color make sense of their lived reality and the processes that allow
for meaningful adult and youth partnerships that work towards improving their living conditions.
Moreover, research suggests that young people of color have less faith in traditional forms of
civic participation, and their alternative forms of resistance and activism often go unnoticed by
traditional measures used to assess youth civic engagement and resistance. Thus, it is important
to understand how adults can help create more holistic practices and spaces that foster young
people’s agency and youth partnerships, and in ways that honor the processes that work with
youth as opposed to on youth to help increase their opportunities for civic engagement.

II. Background
The Inland Empire (I.E.) covers 60 miles from north to south and ~50 miles east to west, and is
comprised of Riverside and San Bernardino Counties. Its vast, sparse geographical landscape
includes urban, semi-urban, and rural areas. It has a population of more than 4.5 million
Californians—over 11 percent of the state’s population—and is one of the fastest growing regions
in the state. According to census data, the Inland Empire is experiencing a growth in population
given the high housing prices in other Southern California counties, which has resulted in an
increasing flow of residents moving from the Los Angeles metro area to the Riverside metro area.
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Similar to the rest of California, Latinx communities now comprise the majority of the population in the
Inland Empire, and the majority are low-income and working-class immigrant families. Latinx residents
makeup as much as 50 percent of the I.E. population and in some counties such as San Bernardino,
Latinos make up 52.8 percent of the total population, about 10 percent higher than all of Southern
California. Only 40 years ago, San Bernardino County used to be one of the whitest counties in the
region; today, as a result of tremendous growth aligned with demographic changes, it is one of the
most diverse counties in California. Moreover, according to recent census data, roughly between
45 and 61 percent of the total population in the cities Fontana, Moreno Valley, Perris, Riverside, and
San Bernardino are immigrant or foreign born. Counties like San Bernardino and Riverside have
experienced an increased of 55 percent in the number of immigrant residents between 2000
and 2007. Citywide data about the youth population (ages 18-29) in these same five cities reveals
that youth of color represent the majority (87 percent of more) of the total youth population, as
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high as 90 percent in Perris City. Among the voting youth population, Latinx youth comprised the
majority and in cities like Fontana and Perris they comprise roughly three quarters of all youth. While
voter registration is high in all five cities mentioned, this does not necessary translate into high voter
turn out among the voting youth population.
City

Voter
Registration
Among Total
Pop.

Non-White
Youth Pop.

Black Youth

Latinx Youth

AAPI*
Youth

Youth
Employment
Rate

Youth
Unemployment
Rate

Fontana

Low

89%

10%

72%

5%

86%

14%

Moreno Valley

High

87%

17%

62%

6%

82%

18%

Perris City

High

90%

11%

75%

3%

78%

22%

Rancho
Cucamonga

Low

65%

11%

44%

9%

87%

13%

Riverside

High

75%

6%

54%

12%

85

15%

San Bernadino

High

89%

15%

66%

5%

81%

19%

data from GIS maps
*Asian American/Pacific Islander
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The change in the regions’ racial composition combined with the population growth of young
people of color poses serious implications for the future of this region when thinking about young
peoples’ civic participation and overall wellbeing. The great majority of young people are Latinx
youth who are members of low-income and/or immigrant families. This means the regions’ youth
have significantly higher poverty rates than the region’s adults. As illustrated by citywide data on
this report, young people’s unemployment rates range between 13 and 22 percent. The region’s
economic staggering downturn resulting from a sharp recession in which home construction
collapsed have had an even more devastating impact on the socioeconomic stability and wellbeing
of communities of color. Over the past two decades, the Inland Empire has been transformed from
a thriving agricultural center that specialized in citrus, diary, and winemaking to a major logistics
center distribution hub; this change is evident by the sights of miles of warehouses throughout the
region. This shift in the economic landscape of the region has led to the Inland Empire experiencing
the highest unemployment and housing foreclosures rates of any metropolitan area in the nation,
further exposing systemic inequities that have compounded for decades. Its immigrant residents
are among the hardest hit. The reality of living in poverty takes a toll on the hearts and spirits of
marginalized young people. Many families struggle with having to meet their basic needs, and
young people live in homes where basic amenities, such as electricity and/or refrigerator are
lacking. Reverend Casey, leader of Congregations Organized for Prophetic Engagement (COPE),
shares how many Black community members are just “happy to breath,” and so asking them to
be politically engaged is an additional burden for many. The common attitude is, “I am happy to
breath, and now you want me to do something.”
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Despite these challenges, the Inland Empire is also rich in community organizing led by
communities of color. The creation of community-based organizations in the region reflects
a longstanding commitment and effort to empower and enhance the socioeconomic and
wellbeing of marginalized families and children. For example, organizations like TODEC
Legal Center have been working diligently for over 40 years for the empowerment of
immigrant communities in Perris City and the Inland Region. Riverside and San Bernardino
_______________________________
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counties are rich with Latino history and committed Inland residents who for decades have helped
give Latinos a voice in their communities. For example, Graciano Gomez, now 91 years old, became
the first Latino in 1972 to be elected to the San Bernardino City School Board of Education, and for
many years published a community newspaper that focused on profiling Inland Latinos.
Moreover, there is a burgeoning movement, especially among Black led faith based organizing, to
change things. For example, organizations like C.O.P.E. have worked for more than two decades to
bring a Black analysis to traditional models of organizing, which has deepened their understanding
of contextual organizing workhand positions them as “thought leaders” in building power for change
that works to disrupt institutional and racial oppression. Their grassroots efforts and mobilization
of Black electoral power in the Inland Empire has led to victories in the political and policy arenas,
locally and statewide. Moreover, in partnership with other community based organizations, they
are now part of the Inland Empowerment Coalition. As a group of community based organizations
coming together, the Inland Empowerment Coalition has helped to formalize their networking
and bring together Black and Brown voices in order better support and foster young people’s
civic participation. These collective efforts show how in spite of the many challenges to youth
organizing, youth organizations are building opportunities for youth civic engagement.

III. Key Research Findings
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Sofia, a high school senior, passionately speaks about why she is motivated to be, as she states,
“very political” in her community. She speaks about her mother as her role model, for she sees in
her mother a leader and a strong woman who had the courage to leave an abusive relationship
and start over as a single mother of four children. Growing up was not always easy for Sofia; she
speaks with nostalgia about her parents having to separate, because of her father’s alcoholism,
and how her father has not been there for her. Despite challenges at home, Sofia has managed to
maintain a high GPA throughout high school while also being involved in leadership programs that
have inspired and equipped her with relevant skills to enact change on the issues that she cares
about. Access to a network of caring adults and a social justice centered space proved invaluable
when she received the tragic news that her best friend’s younger brother was killed. She recalls,
“It dropped my heart. It was horrible, one day you see him in class, and then the next day he is
gone.” This heartbreaking news was a turning point in her life. Inspired by her lived experiences
of pain and with the support of caring adults in her leadership program, Sofia decided to create
more awareness around community violence by designing and implementing some workshops on
breaking the cycle of violence at her school and local church. The opportunity to share her story
and share tools to stop the cycle of violence with other young people is one way Sofia choose to
participate as an agent of change in her community and this also brought her much healing.
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As the example of Sofia demonstrates, given the sociopolitical context and realities that lowincome youth of color face on a daily basis, it is of great importance that we identify the kinds
of supports and opportunities that can make a difference in the lives of young people. In the
field of youth development, Shawn Ginwright and Taj James (2002) offer the framework of Social
Justice Youth Development (SJYD) as a way to account for the social challenges and conditions
young people face and to be able to focus on developing youth by seeing them not only as
assets but treating them as agents of change. Unlike traditional approaches to conceptualizing
youth development, SJYD brings forward an analysis that includes the political, economic, and
cultural context in which youth development and political participation happens. Thus, SJYD offers
a more holistic and humanizing framework to move beyond binary thinking that often situates poor

citizenship such as voting and volunteerism. Building from this research, we studied a wider array
of civic participation strategies that included community organizing, school walk-outs, political
use of social media, policy advocacy, and direct action. Through interviews with key informants
engaged with young people of color in community-based organizations, we identify the issues
that spur young people of color’s civic engagement and examine the relationship between civic
involvement and opportunities for political education. We aimed to better understand the influence
of racial/ethnic identity on youths’ civic engagement.
This research was guided by the following questions:
1. What factors in the region create the greatest challenges and opportunities for civic
participation of youth of color, (ages 17-21) in the Inland Empire?
2. What is the relationship between civic engagement among youth of color and civic
wellbeing of neighborhoods and communities within the region?
3. What are promising opportunities to increase civic wellbeing and civic engagement
among youth of color in which foundations may want to consider investing?

Findings
1. What factors in the region create the greatest challenges and opportunities for civic
participation of youth of color (ages 17-21) in the Inland Empire?
•

Growing Infrastructure to Support Youth Organizing

•

Geography and Transportation as a Barrier

•

Lack of Centralized Place for Coalition Building and Movement work with Young People

•

Building Capacity of Youth Leadership at home
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Growing Infrastructure to Support Youth Organizing
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Organizations in the I.E. point to the challenges and pains of growing an infrastructure to
support young people’s civic engagement. Organization leaders have been working to
provide young people opportunities to be politically and socially engaged. They also
recognize the lack of organizational infrastructure to ensure young people remain engaged
in on-going basis. Infrastructure, which involves strong and sustainable organizations,
peer networking, financial support, solid communications, and learning opportunities are
grossly lacking. For example, there is a lack of funding available in general to support youth
organizing. Moreover, when funding is available, it is project based and goal-oriented;
there is virtually no general operating funding sources for organizing groups, which is where
funding is most urgently needed. An ongoing challenge is that movement work is happening
in isolation and can feel fragmented given the lack of infrastructure to support collective
efforts.
Most of the community advocates we interviewed expressed a frustration with the lack
of commitment from foundations to invest more resources to supporting infrastructure.
Many expressed the overall feeling that foundations are hyper-focused on wanting to see
“product,” and not as interested in funding the “process” necessary to lead to desired
outcomes. Particularly, for the Inland Empire, the perception among funders has been
that infrastructure of community-based organizations is lacking and/or thin, which further
exacerbates the issue.

The organizations we interviewed underscore the importance of philanthropic and local
government investment in the region, which would help to grow their organizational
infrastructure. For the most part, collaborations have been predominantly project-based.
For example, the statewide mobilization project launched in 2010 by California Calls, a
Los Angeles based organization, developed regional partnerships with community based
organizations across the Inland Empire and provided them with resources and training to
develop get-out-the vote campaigns. These partnership efforts helped create opportunities
that linked African American groups, labor, and immigrant-based organizations and helped
create momentum for coalition building across racial difference. Despite the recognition
among the various youth organizations that they share similar challenges and opportunities,
given their limited resources, there is limited opportunity for collaboration. As a result, each
organization focuses on their own efforts within their geographical borders.

Geography/Lack of Transportation
Poor access to affordable public transportation presents a significant obstacle to young
people’s capacity to participate in civic engagement opportunities. Too often, young people
of color have no access to public transportation and/or limitations/constraints around
transportation coordination to attend opportunities provided. As a result, most rely working
around the schedules of their parents or relatives who can help with transportation. The
geographical isolation of the region combined with the lack of public transportation presents
an even greater challenge when attempting to organize young people across various high
schools. Logistically, it makes it harder to build coalitions on a consistent basis. One area of
success has been engaging young people through their local church congregations, and
in particular, via the youth ministries. In addition, available funding to invest in purchasing
transportation vehicles and/or funding for transportation stipends would make a tremendous
difference.
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Need for Centralized Space for Coalition Building and Movement work with
Young People
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Organization leaders point to the need for a centralized space in order to support collective
youth organizing and strengthened multi-racial youth alliances among Latinx, African
American, and growing Asian and Pacific Islander immigrant communities. Despite the
geographical divide in the region that further reinforces the racial divide among communities
of color, young people are looking for ways to connect across communities. Italia Garcia,
Political Director at Riverside’s Center for Community Action and Environmental Justice,
shares: “Younger students are more conscious and very thoughtful about being more
inclusive, and that goes across racial lines, too, as well as with the LGBTQ communities;
communities that have all been traditionally marginalized.” Italia further reflects on her own
experiences as a young person who embodied multiple identities as an undocumented,
queer Latina who grew up in Riverside. She elaborates how these experiences informed
her own activism and involvement in community, and how challenging it was to find youth
organizing spaces in which she could embrace all of her identities. Italia then poses an
important question: “If you are a student who identifies as undocumented, queer, lowincome, and Latina, where do you actually go?” Today, if this young person wants to seek any
advocacy support in terms of their legal status, sexual orientation, and racial and economic
background they would have to go to three or more different youth organizations to have
their needs meet. This can be both an opportunity and challenge: each organization has
their area of expertise and specific goals within the target populations they work with, and
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“The
geographic
access to a
space is a
huge barrier.
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For example, a lot of times
students couldn’t make it
because they had no form of
getting there or they were late or
they had to leave early because
parents could only pick them up
at a certain time.”
—Reverend Samuel Casey,
Congregations Organized for Prophetic Engagement (COPE)

“A challenge
now, is that movements are isolated.
We don’t have a centralized place
where you learn it all.”
—Reverend Samuel Casey,
Congregations Organized for Prophetic Engagement (COPE)
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collectively, their work is providing a diverse range of services and supports. However, due to
the various transportation challenges that impact youth, this could make it harder for youth to
access all the services they need.
Considering how young people are embracing their multiple identities in more fluid ways
than previous generations, it is of great importance to deploy an intersectional lens to
our understanding of young people’s civic engagement and the processes that support
young peoples forming coalitions across difference. When reflecting on the challenges
of coalition youth organizing, Jewel exposes how this work also requires attention to “the
aspect of healing that is needed sitting with open wounds” and most importantly, “How
do we heal ourselves and each other?” Thus, fostering centralized spaces that work
towards strengthening multi-racial youth alliances is critical to promoting racial healing
among young people in this region. Yet, the overarching reality for young people in the
I.E. is a lack of access to meaningful and safe spaces, where they can convene in order to
access youth organizations and be able to connect across difference and foster collective
organizing among their peers. For the most part, youth organizations serve the racial
demographics present in their targeted regions. This results in youth organizations serving
either predominantly Latinx or Black youth in their programs. Italia highlights this tension: “A
challenge has been to engage students outside of the predominant racial group in the area,
which in this case is Latino, in order to have a more diverse cohort group.”
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Furthermore, a centralized space for coalition building across the intersections of race, class,
gender, sexuality, language, and legal status is needed given the prevailing conservative
and anti-immigrant local politics which further silences some of the most vulnerable youth
in the I.E. There are an estimated 1 million undocumented residents in the Inland Empire, yet
there is not much data on how many undocumented youth are present in the region. More
recently, a new wave of young people who do not have Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals (DACA) status are much more fearful about their legal status and the impacts of
political engagement. DACA, announced by President Barack Obama in 2012, allows young
people brought to the U.S. as children to apply for a temporary status and presently shields
about 700,000 young immigrants from deportation and allows them to work. However,
the fate of these youth, or DREAMERS, remains uncertain as the Supreme Court leans
towards Trump’s plan to end DACA and the courts’ ruling will mostly likely be announced in
Spring of 2020. Undocumented young people are living under the constant fear of feeling
vulnerable to anti-immigrant political rhetoric and racist policies. This has resulted in many
undocumented young people not willing to travel outside the Inland Empire out of fear, even
when civic engagement opportunities may be available. In addition, undocumented young
people often lack access to accurate information in regards to pursuing higher education.
Many are unaware that they can pursue higher education regardless of their legal status. In
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this way, a centralized space for coalition building and movement work would help create
a friendlier, safe space for young people to convene and feel supported by the various
youth organizations and be able to organized based on the various issues that impact them
depending on their positionality.

Building Capacity of Youth Leadership at Home
Success is achieved when youth organizations commit to building local young people’s
leadership by working with young people. Listening to young people’s stories and helping
them understand how their stories actually connect to a broader issue helps young people
better understand where they are situated and their ongoing experiences. One such
organization that is making a difference in nurturing the next generation of local young
leaders is Center for Community Action and Environmental Justice (CCAEJ), which has a long
history of grassroots organizing around issues of environmental justice, particularly in the
Jurupa Valley region. Especially in the context of Jurupa Valley, their work has been critical to
addressing the marginalization and longstanding needs of the growing Latinx communities in
the area. Presently, Latinx communities account for more than 60 percent of Jurupa residents
and have transformed what used to be a predominantly poor and working class white area.
As a result of community political mobilizing efforts, CCAEJ helped will the electoral vote and
this has resulted in the first two Latino representatives being elected into the city council.
Young people’s involvement has been important in their organizing efforts to achieve success
and some political gains.
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With funding support from the CA Endowment, CCAEJ initiated the Emerging Young
Leaders Program, in order to integrate young people in civic engagement efforts, in a more
meaningful and intentional way. Their first cohort of young leaders consisted of bringing
together both high school and college students to do field work and academic research
around issues of environmental justice. Their additional youth program, the Student 4 Social
Justice (S4SJ) focuses on engaging and empowering students to be agents of change
by developing their critical lens on pertinent issues in their communities and identifying
cultural strengths that build resilience. These programs are helping to build the capacity of
local young people to be able to best grapple with the innumerable challenges facing their
communities and nurturing their commitment to stay rooted in their community. For example,
many of their past youth participants in the Emerging Young Leaders Program come back to
work on voter campaigns, others as interns and even paid staff.
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Building a youth base of agents of change with a commitment to come back to help improve
conditions in their communities is part of youth organizations’ strategy in grooming the next
generations of leaders in their community. Adult informants highlight how many of the young
people who participate in their youth programming already arrive with an activist identity
and/or are aware of the myriad of issues that impact their lives and communities. However,
some students may come with less experience, and as a result, their learning curve regarding
political education is much steeper. Many of the organizations address the variation in young
people’s political learning curve by providing basic 101 organizing political education and
power mapping learning for their youth participants. As one of the interviewees shared, “We
are working to empower young people in the Inland Empire beyond just thinking of civic
engagement as voting, but rather activating them on how power works and that they have
power.” One such program that works to help build the power of some of the most vulnerable
youth is Undocumented Mentorship Academy (UMA) by Inland Empire Immigrant Youth

2. What is the relationship between civic engagement among youth of color and civic wellbeing of neighborhoods and communities within the region?
A convergence of factors contributed to young people of color’s civic wellbeing in the
Inland Empire. First, as we noted, there is little civic infrastructure to cultivate rich engagement
among the region’s youth. Additionally, the ongoing conflicts with police and immigration
foster distrust in government itself. Together, these factors create even more significant
barriers for civic engagement. Moreover, prevailing thinking on civic engagement often
conceptualizes civic participation mostly in terms of political voter turn out. This line of
reasoning concludes that individuals with higher levels of education and income are
more likely to vote and therefore more likely to be civically involved in their communities.
The ramifications of such limited focus on political power in relation to civic engagement
leaves racially and economic disadvantaged geographical regions such as the I.E. at a
disadvantage. By focusing on attracting the civic participation of the most suitable potential
voters, we have also limited our understanding of how to increase the civic engagement of
what now comprises the majority of people in the Inland Empire: low-income people of color
and immigrant communities.
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Especially for young people of color, it is important to understand their political participation
within a context of healing from previous generations experiencing a long history of voter
intimidation and having to fight to have voting power, political representation, and to be seen.
For example, stories of farm owners threatening to fire workers if their names showed up in
voter rolls can have chilling effects on the children of those workers and generations to come
whom continue carry those stories as imprints in their collective memories of their family
and community herstories and histories. Furthermore, as a result of the high concentration
of freight and industrial-related pollution, the Inland Valley is known to have some of the
highest rates of asthma, coronary heart disease, and diabetes in the state. Thus, how healthy
and healed the ecosystem of a community will also determine how healthy young people
are; their levels of trust in their local institutions; and the levels of their civic engagement and
participation within that community. Rather than remaining idle, young people, along with the
support of caring adults, are choosing to enact the change necessary to help improve their
living conditions and the overall public health of their communities.
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In response to these challenges, organizations like CCAEJ are working with young people
and community members to help improve the overall public health and environmental justice
of the region in order to build healthier ecosystems for young people and families to thrive.
In 2017, after years of fighting to remove toxic tanks from their community, CCAEJ and the
West side community of San Bernardino victoriously removed dangerous storage tanks
containing more than 60,000 gallons of liquefied natural gas located next to homes and an
elementary school. Young people are being courageous to stand up against not only the
toxic environmental pollutants they are physically exposed too but also the toxic racist stance
of a predominantly white conservative political leadership and culture.
In response to anti-immigrant comments by high school teachers from Jurupa Valley, CCAEJ
youth decided to take action and organized a student walk out. This comes within a context in
which young people in Jurupa Valley have been grappling with the toxins of city government
that is predominantly white and a Sheriff department that is publicly homophobic and racist.
Young people in this community are experiencing racial profiling from police, yet not enough
police support in terms of helping communities feel safe in relation to escalating community
violence. Instead, resources have been assigned to targeting street vendors whom are

“The aspect of
consciousness
raising is really
working,
and it works because it integrates
young people’s stories, their reality
into the political sphere, being able to
put those two together in their interest
and the things they hold dear.”
—Reverend Samuel Casey,
Congregations Organized for Prophetic Engagement (COPE)
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predominantly immigrant families trying to make ends meet. Thus, when six high school
teachers posted social media posts that belittled students who skipped school to attend
the national “A Day Without Immigrants” boycott, it stroked a chord with young people
who felt “enough was enough.” In solidarity with cities across the country, young people
practiced agency to partake in a student walk that supported “A Day Without Immigrants” to
highlight the contributions of immigrants to U.S. business and culture. In reaction, teachers at
Jurupa Valley posted comments that accused students of being “lazy” and “drunk” and that
the cafeteria was cleaner without them. Apathy and the lack of empathy for their struggles
as children of immigrants and/or immigrant youth themselves propelled young people to
organize themselves, walk out, and organize a rally in response. Drawing from the skills and
training they had received from community-based organizations like CCAEJ, young people
in this community came together in confidence despite the hostile environment to take action
and break the silence.
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Students’ experience at Jurupa is not unique in terms of the social toxins young people
navigate in relation to institutional barriers that further infringe on their capacity and motivation
to trust and see their local government as genuine partners working towards improving their
wellbeing and opportunities to thrive. A lack of investment in resources that help support
the wellbeing of young people in their communities is especially evident when looking at
city government spending in relation to community services and police. As the chart below
reflects, on average, local city governments in the Inland Empire are spending anywhere
from 32 to 45 percent of their general funds on police in comparison to 4 to 13 percent in
Parks, Recreation, and Community Services, which is the pot of money from where funding
to support services and programs that nurture the wellbeing of young people comes from.
The priorities of cities must be aligned to fund the kinds of programs and services that
are conducive of nurturing the wellbeing and active participation of young people in the
decision-making processes that impact their daily lives.
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City of Riverside

2017-2018

Rancho Cucamonga

2018-2019

Total General Fund

$281 million

Total General Fund

$125 million

Parks, Recreation,
Community Services

$22.7 million / 8%

Parks, Recreation,
Community Services

$5.2 million / 4.19%

Police

$94.4 million / 34%

Police

$40 million / 32%

San Bernadino City

2017-2018

City of Perris

2017-2018

Total General Fund

$159 million

Total General Fund

$42.2 million

Parks, Recreation,
Community Services

$7.5 million / 4.7%

Parks, Recreation,
Community Services

$4.1 / 4%

Police

$72 million / 4%

Police

$19 million / 36 %

Fontana City

2018-2019

Moreno Valley City

2018-2019

Total General Fund

$98 million

Total General Fund

$104.8 million

Parks, Recreation,
Community Services

$12.4 million / 13%

Parks, Recreation,
Community Services

$9.5 million / 9%

Police

$59 million /45%

Police

$42 million / 40%

“I visualize a
leadership
institute
that would allow young
leaders that come through our
programs to then participate
in internship and externship in
organizations that intentionally
work to build the next
generations of leaders.”
—Reverend Samuel Casey,
Congregations Organized for Prophetic Engagement (COPE)
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3. What are promising opportunities to increase civic wellbeing and civic engagement among
youth of color in which foundations may want to consider investing?
•

Expanding our Understanding Young People of Color’s Civic Engagement

•

Funding to Support Overall Capacity of Youth Organizations

•

Institutional Support to Increase Regional Collaboration Among Youth Organizations

Building a powerful, progressive infrastructure in the Inland Empire to support young
peoples’ civic engagement involves aligning various types of youth organizations and
networks around a common set of values, a shared analysis and vision, and a strategic
narrative. Based on qualitative data obtained from key community informants, we have
identified opportunities that foundations can support young people’s sense of belonging
and motivation to more actively participate in civic engagement processes.
Expanding our Understanding of Young People of Color’s Civic Engagement
For too long the master narrative surrounding young people of color has been one that
stigmatizes young people as “dangerous,” “deviant,” and “not engaged.” Mainstream
understandings of youth civic engagement have often limited civic participation to extracurricular activities related to student government at the school level and voting once young
people turn of age. However, adult allies and young people in grassroots youth organizations
in the Inland Empire are pushing the boundaries of how we conceptualize civic engagement
in order to recognize the multiple ways in which young people enact agency and the kinds
of processes that allow them to gain critical thinking skills and the confidence to have their
voices heard. Especially for young people of color, adult standards and expectations on
what counts as “student leadership behavior” often divests from their cultures and requires
them to assimilate to certain student behaviors that may serve to further silence them. Even
when some adults take the time to listen to young people, this does not necessary result in
their ideas being taken seriously.
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Funding to Support Overall Capacity of Youth Organizations
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Many organizations have integrated their work with young people into their existing
programming due to the lack of funding to specifically support youth organizing and
civic participation. The funding the organizations may have is likely to be programmatic
and centered on specific goals, rather than supporting overall capacity building and a
broader movement with young people of color. Key informants emphasize the urgency for
foundations to invest in young people by providing the opportunity for community-based
grassroots organizations to expand without having specific targets they need to meet.
Moreover, in order to keep young people engaged yearlong and sustain their political
engagement, more funding is needed to increase capacity. When opportunity is given,
young people will engage and organize around the issues they care about. However,
foundations are almost always acutely focused on wanting to see the “product,” rather than
funding the “process” necessary to lead to desired outcomes.
_______________________________
12.

Rudduck et al, 2006.

Some of the key elements identified by organization leaders that would help increase young
people’s civic engagement are:
•

It would have to be a grassroots and youth led movement

•

Increased capacity: at least two organizers per school to help mobilize a youth power
base

•

Paid internships and/or stipends for young people

•

A robust leadership pipeline to build the capacity of the next generation of leaders in
the areas of electoral campaigns, organizing, and policy reform

•

Investment in their professional development (bringing in guest speakers, fieldtrips to
give young people more exposure)

•

Capacity to keep track of young people who have gone through their programs

Institutional Support to Increase Regional Collaboration Among Youth Organizations
Unprecedented levels of collaboration is required among youth organizations serving young
people in the Inland Empire in order to share strategies and provide the necessary resources
in order to better serve young people in the region. Supporting collaborative efforts,
such as the Inland Empowerment, which is a coalition of community-based organizations
that have come together given their shared commitment to increase participation among
historically marginalized and disenfranchised communities, is critical. Regional collaborations
allow community-based organizations to leverage their collective resources; encourages
organizations to create innovative, collaborative funding models where organizations partner
to secure funding, rather than compete against each another; and strengthens networking
opportunities that ultimately benefit both the organizations and the youth of color the
organizations serve. Institutional support that increases regional collaborative makes a
significant difference.
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VI. Conclusion & Philanthropic Implications
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Despite structural forces that infringe on youth’s agency to enact sociopolitical and economic
power to change policies that assault their intellectual, physical, emotional, spiritual, and
economic wellbeing, young people in the Inland Empire are organizing to challenge unjust
policies and practices that divest from their communities. It is important to highlight that
young people have played and continue to play a critical role in social justice efforts locally,
nationally, and globally. Moreover, youth civic engagement and activism provide opportunities to
facilitate critical consciousness and increase positive social capital in young people. The Inland
Empire has made great strides in elevating young people’s issues to the highest level of local
governments, and organizations now see the opportunity to work across county lines to achieve
greater success for young people’s civic engagement in the region. A number of factors are
contributing to a greater sense of opportunity and need in the Inland Empire. The region has a
strong and growing community of effective, locally based organizations working towards being
youth leadership capacity.
_______________________________
13.

See Akom, A.A., 2006; Lewis-Charp et al, 2006
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It would be of great value to explore how more of these experiences can be provided more
broadly to young people of color in and outside of school systems and youth organizations.
Further studies can examine the long-term impact of student civic engagements efforts in
diverse youth populations, and the training and culture needed to support youth as co-partners
in transformative change and social justice struggles. For example, longitudinal studies of young
people of color civic engagement outcomes could help answer whether: 1) systemic, long-term
efforts at sustaining civic engagement opportunities with young people of color in and outside
of school result in higher levels of ongoing youth civic engagement outcomes; 2) young people
are more likely to gain and maintain a positive leadership and academic identity the longer they
engage in community interventions and opportunities for engagement; and 3) developmental
outcomes within spaces that foster models of holistic youth leadership help support long-term
sustained efforts aimed at redefining civic engagement as a liberatory praxis. These studies
will help provide critical knowledge on the types of curriculum development and training are
needed in order for youth to be leaders and agents of change in their schools and communities.
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